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The fifth edition of Delmar's Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Test Preparation Manual for the

A2 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS AND TRANSAXLES certification exam contains an abundance

of content designed to help you successfully pass your ASE exam. This manual will ensure that you

not only understand the task list and therefore the content your actual certification exam will be

based upon, but also provides descriptions of the various types of questions on a typical ASE exam,

as well as presents valuable test taking strategies enabling you to be fully prepared and confident

on test day.
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I purchased this book and alot of the material was not covered on the actual ase exam. After

reading other customers reviews I decided to purchase another guide to go along with it and since

automatic transmissions is my weakest area I thought it would be a wise choice. I combined the

motorage book and this and found the motorage had covered more of the actual ase questions.

Delmar needs to re do their automatic and manual guides and get them up to date. But I have had

good luck using their A1, A4, A5, A7 and A8 guide passing them the first time around. I just would

recommend the motorage book instead.

I used this book to prepare for my Automatic Transmission ASE. Unfortunately the tests in it are out



of date. I did very well on the practice tests in this study guide but was suprised when I took the test.

This book has questions that are out of date and irrelevant to the actual test I took.I do not

recommend this Auto Transmissions book from the series. I also used the Brakes book and the

Electrical book from this company and they were very helpful in getting ready for the respective

tests which I passed with no problem.Find a different book to prepare for the Auto Transmission

ASE, this one does not cut it.BTW - I did pass the A2 Transmission test but did not do as well and

the test had many questions that this book did not address.

was disappointed at this book, all the other ones were excellent...This book does little to no effort on

telling you HOW to diagnose shifting concerns... diagnostics in this book is a jokefailed my test

because of diagnostics

I bought this book to prepare for the auto transmission ASE test. The content of the book and

practice tests were out of date, possibly by 10 years. While actually taking the test, I noticed several

questions whose topics were not covered at all in the book. I did find the practice tests helpful

though. I did pass the ASE exam and I think this book was a worthwhile investment but I would

advise on studying from more than one source. Good luck!

I like the Delmar ASE test prep series books because of so many test prep questions in the book.

Less theory and more test questions.I need to get in to the rhythm of the ASE tests and these help

every time. I am A1-A9, L1,L2,X1 certified. So yes, they helped me pass all of the tests. Thank you

Delmar.

I was ready to give this study guide a 5-star rating, until I took preparation exam #3. The answer key

does not match up with the explanations. At first I thought I missed a whole bunch of questions, but

(assuming the explanation answers are correct) I only missed a few. If the publisher can fix that

problem, this would be an excellent resource in preparing for the ASE A2 exam.

This book is just ok because it mostly consists of practice tests. The tests are decent but a lot of

what is in it (isn't) on the actual test. I recommend using this book to practice the test taking skills

but you still need to get a book breaking down auto transmissions with more chapterscovering a lot

of operation and diagnosis.



Just took my ase trany test and there were a lot of things on the test that we're not covered in the

study guid they need to update this book
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